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	What you need to know to survive, long term.

	

	Interests between broadcasters and telecom people are blurring. Technical operations and design engineers in one field are increasingly required to deal with practices and techniques in the other. The problem is expectations and terminology differences aren't recognized until it's too late.

	

	Take "Quality of Service." The telecom people specify a percentage of the time that the service is guaranteed to be available. The down time may be very, very small. But, if it occurs during a high-priced commercial in the Super Bowl, it is very, very serious for the broadcaster. Practical IP and Telecom for Broadcast Engineering and Operations teaches the technology and how to structure it and make sure the finances work in your favor.

	

	Learn how to:

	

	* Define communications circuit, equipment, facilities and services used in broadcast engineering and operations.

	* Evaluate suppliers as well as their products and services.

	* Prepare technical specifications and requests for bids, proposals required in competitive procurement actions.

	* Conduct communications operational effectiveness and cost audits.

	* Prepare communications cost management strategies and plans.

	* Plan and execute capital projects.

	* Survive Long-Term

	

	Critical for engineers, technicians, and managers engaged in designing, installing, testing, and maintaining equipment and network services for program content, training material, or audio/video conferencing. Valuable knowledge for planning, design, integration and operation of communications equipment, facilities and services used in broadcast operations, training and conferencing applications.

	

	Fred Huffman is a systems engineer with Athens Olympic Broadcasting, the Host Broadcaster for the 2004 Games. He has more than 35 years experience in technical and management roles in broadcasting and telecommunications fields. This work is largely a reflection of that experience, captured in a way that introduces the reader to technical aspects of IP, ATM and classical telecom, along with business essentials such as contracts, tariffs, project planning, budgeting and long range planning.

	

	*Entry level--introduces broadcasters to Internet & telecom

	*Learn about communications technology and it's business aspects so you can survive long-term

	*Written by one of the few people truly conversant in Internet, Telecom and Broadcast speak, with a solid understanding of business economics
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Banjo For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007

	From Earl Scruggs’ driving bluegrass picking to the genre-busting jazz fusion of Béla Fleck and the multi-million selling movie soundtrack  O Brother Where Are Thou?, the five-string banjo can be heard just about everywhere in American music these days.


	Banjo For Dummies is the most complete guide to...
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Advances in Robotics Research: Theory, Implementation, ApplicationSpringer, 2009
The German Workshop on Robotics is a convention of roboticists from academia and industry working on mathematical and algorithmic foundations of robotics, on the design and analysis of robotic systems as well as on robotic applications. Selected contributions from researchers in German-speaking countries as well as from the international robotics...
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The Handy Weather Answer Book (The Handy Answer Book Series)Visible Ink Press, 2009
It is no exaggeration to say that weather affects everything we do in our lives. Weather influences how we dress, changes our plans for outdoor activities, cancels sporting events, closes airports, changes the course of wars, erodes mountains, destroys entire towns and cities, and has even been blamed for the death of U.S. President William Henry...
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Moodle 1.9 Teaching TechniquesPackt Publishing, 2010
Creative ways to build powerful and effective online courses

	Motivate students from all backgrounds, generations, and learning styles
	When and how to apply the different learning solutions with workarounds, providing alternative solutions
	Easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions with screenshots...
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Networked Graphics: Building Networked Games and Virtual EnvironmentsMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2009

	This broad-ranging book equips programmers and designers with a thorough grounding in the techniques used to create truly network-enabled computer graphics and games. Written for graphics/game/VE developers and students, it assumes no prior knowledge of networking. The text offers a broad view of what types of different architectural patterns...
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How to Cheat in Photoshop CS3: The art of creating photorealistic montagesFocal Press, 2007
With his in-depth knowledge of the little-known   secrets used by the pros to produce awardwinning   illustrations, Steve is THE go-to guru for   professional designers, graphic artists, illustrators, retouchers and students of design media and illustration who want to create photorealistic effects using Photoshop.     Updated for Photoshop CS3,...
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